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NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION

AIea,
NIAGARA i~ MOHAWK

GOO ERIK BOULEVARD WEST

SYRACUSE, N.Y. IS202 Regulatory File Cy.

August 27, 1973

Hr. Dennis L. Ziemann
Chief, Operating Reactors Branch No. 2
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Hr. Ziemann:

lr
@g~>wpey

Re: Nine Mile Point Unit 1

Docket No. 50-220

Your letter of July 26, 1973, requested additional infor-
mation concerning two aspects of design and operation of Nine Hile
Point Unit 1.'he responses to Section 8 of the attachment to
your letter are enclosed. These responses concern the access
platform addition to the refueling bridge structure.

As requested in your letter, we are transmitting one
signed original and thirty-nine copies of the responses. As stated
in our letter t'o you of August 2, 1973, the responses to Section A
of your letter will be submitted on or before November 23, 1973.

Very truly yours,

Philip D. Ra nd
Vice President-Engineering

CVH/vk
Enclosures

Og DO OKERmH

6 p,U63 0 1973
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Regul ates
File CV

B. THE ACCESS PLATFORM ADDITION TO THE REFUELXNG BRXDGE STRUCTURE

~Re uest
,g 7~79

ggcelvod I/l.tY M+

1. Since the Refuelin Brid e Structure will be extensively remodeled
and altered, provide the following:

a. Design criteria which should include a list of design loads
and load combination equations.

b. Design methods.

c. Limiting values of stresses and/or strains.

d. List of codes, standards, and specifications used. Describe
the areas of the design which exceed the minimum code re-
quirements.

e. List of structural materials used, including welding methods
and codes required. (Include the list of materials used in
the retained portions of the original structure that will be
included in the extensively remodeled gantry crane.)

f. Quality control methods to be used including fabrication and
erection tolerances.

g. Non-DesLrucLive Examinations OvDZ) to be performed during
fabrication, final assembly, preoperation, and normal
operation.

~Res ense

a. Design Criteria

l4odifications to the refueling gantry at. Nine Wile Point Unit 1
have been designed so that the refueling gantry with the Access
Platform installed in structurally adequate for the design basis
operational and accidental loading conditions summarized. below.
The structure has been analyzed according to the definition of a
Class IX structure as defined in Volume I, Section IIX of the
FSAR.

The nodal point coordinates, member sizes and stiffness character-
istics of various structural elements of the modified refueling
gantry with access platform installed are taken from detailed
drawings. The subject analysis assumes that the access platfrom
is located close to the catwalk and its weight is 'transmitted to
the'catwalk structural members through the cable and telescopic
columns.
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Loading Criteria

Structural and stress analyses of the moQified refueling gantry
have been performed for the following conditions of operational
and accidental loadings. The load combination equations are
indicated in the parenteses.

0 eratin Condtions:

Dead (I}) and live (L) loads of the modified refueling gantry
without access platform installed (D+L)..

(2) Dead (D) and live (L) loads of the modified refueling gantry
structure with effective access platform load (P2) when both
hoists are working (D+L+P2)

(3) Dead (D) and live (L) 'oads of the modified refueling gantzy
with effective access platform load (Pl) when one hoist, is
working (D+L+P ). Single hoist operation is only used to
raise the access platform in the event that one of the hoists
(or associated controls) malfunctions; as such, it is considered
an abnormal or emergency operating condition.

Accident Conditions:

Dead (D) and live (L) loaQs of the modified refueling gantry
with access platform installed, plus stall-out condition in
which the hoists pull twice the noxmal access platform load
D+L+2P2) . Resistors are installed in the primary side of each
hoist motor to limit the toroue developed during the stall-.
out condition to l65 percent of the normal operating torque
with rated line voltage. A value of 200 percent (twice the
access platform load) is used in the analysis for conservatism.

(5) Dead (D) and live (L) loads of the modified refueling gantry with
access platform installed, both hoists working (P ) plus a 0.4g
horizontal seismic acceleration load (El) in north-south (Xl)
direction and a 0.2g vertical seismic acceleration in the vertical
(X3) direction based on structural design criteria.(D+L+P2+El) .

E~ indicates effective seismic loads due to 0.4g horizontal seis-
mic acceleration in north-south (Xl) direction and 0.2g vertical
seismic acceleration in vertical (X3) direction.

(6) Dead (D) and live (L) loads of the modified refueling gantry
with access platform installed, one hoist working (Pl) plus a
0.4g horizontal seismic acceleration load (El) in north-south
(Xl) direction and a 0.2g vertical seismic acceleration load (El)
in vertical (X3) direction (D+L+Pl+El)-

Dead (D) anQ live (L) loads of the modified refueling gantry with
access platform installed, both hoists working(P2) plus a 0.4g
horizontal seismic acceleration load (E2) in east-'west (X2) direction
and a 0.2g vertical seismic acceleration load (E2) in vertical
(X3) direction (D+L+P2+E2).
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E2 indicates effective seismic loads due to 0.4g horizontal

a seismic acceleration in east-west (X2) direction and 0.2g verti-
cal seismic acceleration in vex'tical (X3) direction.

(8) Dead (D) and live (L) loads of the modified refueling gantry
with access platform installed, one hoist working (P ) plus a10.4g horizontal seismic acceleration load (E2) in east;west
(X2) direction and a 0.2g vertical seismic acceleration load
(E2) in vertical (X3) direction (D+Irl-P +E ).

1 2

The seismic loadings have been applied in the worst direction from
the standpoint of stresses in the structural members and the overall
stability of the refueling gantry.

The following loading conditions have been considered for the stability
analyses of the modified refueling gantry with the access platform in-
stalled.

Operating Codntions:

(1) Dead and live load of the modified refueling gantry with access plat-
form installed plus a deceleration rate of 0.05g (normal deceleration) .
A deceleration rate of 0.05g is equivalent to stopping the modified
refueling gantry moving at its maximum speed of 20 feet per minute in
0.2 seconds. The deceleration rate of 0.05g is conservative since the
normal stopping time is about 0 ' seconds.

Accident Conditions:

(2) Dead and live load of the modified refueling gantry with access plat-
form installed plus a horizontal seismic acceleration of 0.4g east-
west (X2) dixection and a vertical upward seismic acceleration of 0.2g
(Seismic 1).

(3) Dead and live load of the modified refueling gantry with access platform
installed plus a horizontal seismic acceleration of 0.4g in east-west
(X2) direction and a vertical downward seismic acceleration of 0.2g
(Seismic 2) .

(4)'ead and live load of the modified refueling gantry with access plat-
form installed plus a horizontal seismic acceleration of 0.2g
in east-west (X2) direction based on uniform building code earthquake
coefficient (Code case) .

The static analyses for the above loading conditions show that overturning
and tipping could not occur and that all stresses were maintained withinacceptable values.

Acce tance Critexia

The combined structural stresses due to axial load and biaxial bending
have been compared against allowable stress values as tabulated in
Table I.
For the loading conditions described under stability analysisg overallsafety of the refueling gantry against overturning have been comparedagainst the safety factors summarized in Table 1. These safety factorsagainst overturning are based on accepted guidelines.1~3
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TABLE 1

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Structural Load Case

1,2,and3
4 through 8 (for compact adeguately-
braced beams having an axis of sym-
etry in the plane of loading)

4 through 8 (non-compact members)

Allowable Stress

li4 F.lt = 14.5(')

1.33 x Fb — 32.0(b)

1.33 x Fb = 29.3 (b)

Stabilit Load Case
Saiety Factor

A ainst Overturnin

4 (1)

1.5

Notes: a) The maximum stress in the member due to live plus
dead load has a factor of safety of four on the
ultimate strength of the material (F lt = 57. 0 ksi)

b) Fb is the allowable bending stress . Factor 1.33 is
for the increase in allowable stress values for short-
term seismic loadings.
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b. Design Methods

As shown on Figures 1 and 2, the modified refueling gantry with the
access platform installed has been mathematically modeled as a three-
dimensional finite element structure. It consists of discrete struc-
tural beam elements interconnected at a finite number of nodal points.
The distributed weight of the structural elements and equipment have
been lumped at the system nodal points. System loads such as the hoist
load, reaction from the access platform, lateral seismic loads, etc.
are applied at the nodal points. Stiffness characteristics of the
interconnecting members are related to the cross-sectional area,
effective shear area and moment of inertia of the structural sections.
Six degrees of freedom (three translations, three rotations) are per-
mitted at each nodal point. Displacement boundary conditions used in
the analysis are summarized in Table 2.

As shown on Figure 3, the modified refueling gantry with the access
platform installed has been mathematically represented as a lumped mass
model for the purpose of determining its overall stability against over-
turning. The lumped mass is located at the center of gravity of the
dead weight of the structure, the equipment, and the live load on the
refueling gantry. The lateral inertia force equal to the lumped mass
times the horizontal acceleration due to deceleration of the refueling
gantry or due to a seismic event will try to overturn the refueling
gantry structure about the contact points "A" and "D". The vertical
load representin'g the weight of the system would try to stabilize
the refueling gantry against over-turning.

c ~ Limiting Conditions of Analyses

The detail results of the structural and stability analyses of the modi-
fied refueling gantry with access platform installed are discussed below.

(1) Structural Analyses

In order to verify the adequacy of the floating wheel design, which
has + 0.5 inch float in the north-south (Xl) 'direction, the maximum leg
spreads (relative displacement between Legs A,B, C, and D) are cal-
culated from the deflections at nodes 1,2,38 6 39 shown on Figure l.
These represent legs B,A,C, and D respectively. The deflections at
these nodes for all the loading conditions are summarized in Table 3.
The maximum leg spreads between various legs under the normal oper-
ating condition (Load Case No. 2) which is the only applicable case
when the refueling gantry is in motion, are summarized in Table 4.
For comparison, the leg spreads for the original refueling gantry
with and without the access platform are also listed.

From the results of the structural analyses it can be seen that
the leg spreads for the modified refueling gantry are much lower than
that for the original refueling gantry. Also the maximum leg spread
in the North-South (Xl) direction for the modified refueling gantry
with the access platform installed is lower (0.1589 inch) than the
available float (0.5 inches.) of the floating wheel. Therefore, the
design of the floating wheel is adequate.
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TABLE 2

DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Structural
Load
Case

Node
No.

Translational Motion
Xl X2 X3

Direction Direction Direction

Rotation
About

X3 Axis

1
2

38
39

0.0 0 ~ 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

1
2

,38
39

0.0 0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0 ~ 0
0.0

0.0

Notes: a) North-South direction is Xl
b) East-Nest direction is X2
c) Vertical direction is X3
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TABLE 3

1'10DIFIED REFUELDING GANTRY HITH ACCESS PLATFORIf INSTALLED

'Summar of Results — Le Deflections

DEFLECT
Node No. 1

Le B
Node No. 38 Node No. 39

Structural
Load Case

Xl
Direction

X2 Xl X2 'Xl X2
Direction Direction Cion

1) D+L

2) D+L+P

3) D+L+P

4) D+L+2P2

5) D+L+P2+El

6) N-L+P +El
7) KH.L+P +E

8) D+L+P +E

-0.00002
-0.000018

0.0862

-0.000014

-0.1179
-0.1185
-0 '259
-0.0271

0.00013

0.00016

0.00015

0.00016

0.00019

0.000198

-0.00033

-0.00021

0.1096

0.1589

0.3270

0.1714

-0.0940

-Q.Q954

0.0715

0.0617

-0. 2202

-0.2597
-1.288
-0. 4061

0.000182

0.000175

-0.00035

-0.00032

0.0455

0.1083

0.1235

0.1375

-0.1351

-0.1357

0.1080

0.1136

-0.2204

-0.2599
-1. 288

-0,4063

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Notes:

a) Deflection in Xl, X2 and X3 direction at Node No. 2 (Leg A) for all loading
cases 0.0

b) Deflection in X direction at Node Nos. 1, 38 and 39 (Legs B, C and D — respective-
ly) for all loa3ing cases = 0.0

c) North-South direction is Xl
d) East-Hest direction is X2

e) Vertical direction is X3





TPSLE 4

Maximum Le S read

Structural Load Case 2

Hodified refueling gantry with
access platform installed

Leg Spread (inches)
Leg A and D

Xl X2
Direction Direction

0.1083 0.2599

Leg Spread (inches)
Leg 8 and C

Xl X2
Direction ., Direction

0.1589 0.2599

0riginal refueling gantry with
access platform 0. 0233 2.720 1, 2401 2. 7199

Original refueling gantry with-
out access platform

0.0132 2.0594 0.9024 2.0594

Note:

a) North-South direction is Xl

b) East-West direction is Z2

c) Vertical direction is X3





Table 5 summarizes the structural nodes with the maximum deflection
in each direction for the various loading conditions. Table 6 sum-
marizes the members with combined axial plus bending stresses more
than 10.0 ksi for structural Load Cases 1 through 4. The members
with stresses more than 10.0 ksi for structural Load Cases 5 through
8 are summarized in Table 7. It can be seen that the stresses at all
the points are within their allowable values with the exception of
structural member 9 for'oad cases 5 and 6. However, the adequacy
of this member is demonstrated by analytical calculations in accordance
with Sections 1.5 and 1.6 of A.I.S.C. Manual of Steel Construction.

(2) Anal tical Calculations to Verif the Structural'de uac of Member 9.

Data:
Fl'ange width (bf) = 10.0 in.

Flange thickness (tf) = 0.8125 in.

Depth of Member ~ (d) = 10.875 in.

Web thickness (t) = 0.25 in.

Axial stress (fa) = 2.47 ksi
2Axial stress permitted in the absence of bending (for slen-

derness .ratio)

Fa = 20. 3 ksiKL
r

Actual unbraced length in plane of bending 1 = 56.0 inches

Area of compression flange Af = 6.266 square inches

Bending stress (fbx2) = 19.38 ksi
Bending stress (fbx3) = 8.24 ksi

Requirements for compact adequately braced mamber:

bf
8.52tf

(70- 100 F )
d ( fa

lb ~ 13 bf and ( 545 Af
d

For Member 9:

bf

2t,
615 ( 85

2 x .8125

10. 875 43.5 ( 57.80.25





TABLE B

MODIFIED REFUELING GANTRY PITH ACCESS PLATFORM INSTALLED

Summar of Results — Maximum Node Deflections

Maximum Deflection in inches

Load Case No.

1) D+L

2) D+L+P

3) D+L+P1

4) D+L+2P
2

D+L+P2+8

6) D+L+P +El

7) D+L+P 2+E

8) D+L+Pl+E2

Xl
Direction

0. 110
(38)

0. 159
(38)

0.327
(38)

. 0.171
(38)

-0.361
(25)

-0.360
(25)

0. 124
(41)

0.136
'41)

X2
Direction
-0.220

(39)

-0.260
(39)

-1.288
(39)

-0.408
(26)

0.097
(33)

0. 099
(33)

-1. 568
(32)

-1.594
(32)

X3
Direction
-0.370

(24)

-0.438
(32)

-0.442
(32)

-0.634
(32)

-0.504
(32)

-0.503
(32)

-0.510
(19)

-0.484
(19)

Notes:

a) Numbers in tne parenthesis indicate Node with
maximum deflection.

b) North-South direction is Xl

c) 'Hast-Nest direction is X2

d) ~ Vertical'irection is X3





TABLE 6

'0

Stress Levels in Structural Members of
Modified Refuelin Gant with Access Platform Installed

(Members witn Stresses of 10.0 ksi or Greater)

Load Case No. 1
D+L

Load Case No. 2
(mL+P )

Load Case No. 3
(D+L+P ),

\

Load Case No. 4
(D+L+2P2)

Member
No.

Hax. Stress Member Hax. S tress Hember ? fax. S tress Memb'er Max. Stress
ksi No. ksi No. ksi No. (ksi

10

22

24

12.96

12.25

12.02

10.78

10

12

22

24

12.96

12.43

12. 64

10 ~ 89

12

22

23

24

17. 59

12.71

18.77

13.26

10.75

13.62

3 10. 09

9 10.55

10. 1

34

36

12. 33

11.06

Notes:

a) Allowable stress for Load Case Nos. l through 3 = 14.5 ksi1

b) Allowable stress for Load Case No. 4 = 29.3 ksi2





TABLE 7

STRESS LEVELS IN STRUCTURAL MEMBERS OF

MODIFIED REFUELING GANTRY WITH ACCESS PLATFORM INSTALLED

(Members with Stresses of 10.0 ksi or Greater)

Load Case No. 5

(D+L+P2+El)
Member Max. Stress

No. (ksi)

Load Case No. 6

(D+L+Pl+El)
Member Max. Stress

No. (ksi)

Load Case No. 7

(D+L+P2+E2)

Member Max. Stress
No. (ksi)

Load Case No. 8
(D+L+Pl+E2)

Member Max. Stress
No. (ksi)

10

12

22

34

35

13.39

30.09

11.06

12.45

15.31

10.53

11.00

10. 72

10

12

22

34

13.10

29.97

10.94

12.36

15.37

10.59

11.07

10.73

10

12

16

20

22

23

31

32

33

36

60

61

18.40

14.70

17.19

16.29

11.41

18.23

14.57

16.16

16.28

25.65

13.78

16.20

26.42

10.90

23.51

26.94

10

16

20

21

22

23

31

32

33

34

60

61

18.90

11.57

13.51

14.34

17.29

14.06

10.08

14.96

15.24

25.33

13.05

15.37

25.43

21.46

25.48

Notes:

2
a) Allowable stress for compact, symmetrical, and braced section = 32.0 ksi

2
b) Allowable stress, for non-compact section = 29.3 ksi





lb 56 ( 130

Therefore, Member 9 is compact adequately braced member.

Allowable bending stress F = 24.0 ksi2

2Requirements for the adequacy of member with axial compression
and biaxial bending stresses is:

fa + —+ —~ 1.0fbx2 fbx3
Fa Fb Fb

For Member 9:

2. 47
*1.33 x 20.3

19.38 8. 24 1.0
1.33 x 24.0 1 ~ 33 x 24.0

0. 091 + 0. 607 + 0. 258 l. 0

0-956 ( 1.0

*Factor 1.33 is for the increase in allowable strees value for short-
term seismic loadings.

(3) Stability Analysis

The results of the overall stability analysis of the .modified
refueling gantry with access platform installed are summarized
in Table 8.

In all cases the calculations show that the factor of safety
against overturning is at least 1.2.

d. Applicable codes and standards

The following listing of codes, standards and specifications were
used for the design of the modified refueling gantry with access plat-
form installed.

Board of Standards and Appeals, Department, of Labor, State of
New York letter to Niagara 'ohawk Power Corp.,dated December 1, 1972.

A.I.S.C. Manual of Steel Construction, Seventh Edition, 1970.

Uniform Building Code, Volume I, 1970 Edition.

CMAA-70
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ALE 8

Overturnin Homents

Hodified Refuelin Gantr with Access Platform Installed

Stability
Load Case

Seismic
Acceleration

Overturning
Homent

(Ki : in.
Stabilizing

Homent
(Ki s in.

Safety Factor
A'gainst

Overturnin

1) Normal
Deceleration

Horiz. 0.05 358.2 4165.8 ll.6

2) Seismic 1 Horiz. 0. 4
Vert. 0. 8

2867. 9 3335.4 1.2

3) Seismic 2

4) Code Case

'Horiz. 0.4
Vert. 1.2

1ioriz. 0.2
Vert. 1.0

2867.9

1432. 8

4996.2

4165.8

1. 7

2.9





The allowable stress values used for the design of the modified
refueling gantry with access platform installed are based on the
lesser of the allowable stress values permitted by the four standards
and codes listed above.

Table 9 shows the allowable stresses for the different types of
applied stress and materials under normal operating conditions.
Similar information for accident conditions is shown in Table 10.
In all cases stresses remain within allowable values except one
structural member as described in paragraph "c" above. As des-
cribed in that paragraph, the adequacy of that member (9) has been
demonstrated in accordance with Sections 1.5 and 1.6 of A.I.S.C.
Manual of Steel Construction.

e. Structural Materials

Table ll lists the structural materials used for the refueling
bridge modification including welding methods and codes. Similar
information for the access platform additions is included in
Appendix A.

The materials used in the retained portions of the original re-
fueling bridge are in compliance with the ASTH specification in force
at the time when it was built as discussed in the response to
request 2.b. below.

Quality Control Methods

A Quality Assurance Program plan for the refueling gantry modifi-
cations and access platform has been developed by both Niagara
Mohawk and Transfer Systems Incorporated. Two manuals we'e pre-
pared one by Transfer Systems Incorpo ated (Quality Assurance
Plan for the Access Platform and Refueling Platform Modifications)
and the other by Niagara Mohawk (Quality Assurance Program For Nine
Hile Unit 1, Access Platform and Refueling Platform Hodifications).
This program defines the quality control methods used to insure
proper design, fabrication, installation and inspection of the
refueling gantry modifications and access platform.

The quality control method for design involved primarily a review
of the basic structural design by Robert I. Sann, P.E.,
N.Y. 'd45599 for compliance with the design criteria and
the applicable codes and standards.

Quality Control for the fabrication and the inspection of fabricated
components included the following activities..

(1) Receiving inspections for all materials and commercial compon-
ents with preparation and review of inspection reports.

(2) Procurement and review of mateiial ceztifications foz all
structural materials (with traceability to heat number) and
all welding rods.
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TABLE 9

Allowable Stresses

Normal 0 eratin Condition

e of Stress Haterial Allowable Stress ksi

Axial Compression or
Tension Plus Bi-Axial
Bending

Structural Steel 1/4 F
1

= 14.5 (a)

Shear Structural Steel 13. 2 (b)

Bearing Structural Steel 26. 4 (b)

Notes:

a) The referenced letter from the VIS Dept. of Labor

b) CKd-70





TABLE 10

ALLOWABLE STRESSES

ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

e of Stress Material Allowable. Stress (ksi)

Axial Compression or
Tension Plus Bi-Axial
Bending for Compact
Adequately Braced
Members

Structural Steel 1.33 x 0.66 Fy = 32.0

Axial Compression or
Tension Plus Bi-Axial
Bending for Non-Compact
Members

Structural Steel 1 e 33 x 0 60 Fy 29e 3

Shear Structural Steel 0.4 F = 14.S

Bearing Structural Steel 0.9 F = 33.0

Note:

a) F is the minimum certified yield stress value. The factor 1.33 is
for the increase in allowable stress values for short-term accident
loadings.
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TABLE ll
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS FOR REFUELING BRiDGE MODIFICATIONS

STRUCTURE
IIATERIAL

(ASTM SPECIFICATION) QUALIFICATIONMETHODS

WELD REQUIREMENTS NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATIOiN
METHOD SPECIFICATIOiN UALIFICATION

OF EXAMINER

WALKWAY

Support Beams

Cross Members

~ Kick Plates

Decking

Handrail

A36

A36

A36

A36

A53

AWS

D1.0-69'WS

D1.0-69
AWS

D1.0-69
AWS

Dl.0-69
ANS
D1.0-69

ANS
D1.0-69
AWS

D1.0-69
AWS

D1.0-69
ANS
D1.0-69
AWS

D1.0-69

NA (ASTM)

Ultrasonic D1.0-69
(ANS)

LPI E165-65

NDT Level II
(SNT-TC-lA)
NDT Level

(SNT-TC-lA)

CROSS BRACE
L.H. 6 R.H.

A36 AWS

Dl. 0-69
AWS

D1.0-69
LPI E165-65 NDT Level Ii

MEE BRACE A36 AWS

D1.0-69
ANS
D1.0-69

LPI E165-65 NDT Level II

ACCESS PLATFORM
MOUNTING BRACKET

A36 AWS

D1.0-69
AWS

Dl.0-69
LPI E165-65 NDT Level

i~IONORAZL BEAM

Support Beam

Other Members

Hardware

TRUCK MOUNTING
BRACKET

STOP EXTENSION

Hardware

A36

A36

A490-F

A36

A36

A325

ANS
Dl.0-69
AWS

„D1.0-69

AWS

Dl.0-69

AWS

Dl.0-69

AWS

D1.0-69
AWS

Dl. 0-69

ANS
Dl. 0-69

ANS
D1.0-69

Ultrasonic

LPI

LPI

Dl.0-69

E165-65

E165-65

E165-65

NDT Level II
NDT Level II

NDT Level II

NDT Level II
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TABLE 11

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS FOR REFUELING BRIDGE MiODIFXCATIONS

STRUCTURE
MATERIAL

(ASTM SPECIFICATION)
WELD REQUIREMENTS

UALIFXCATXONMETHODS I lETHOD SPECIFXCATXON UALZFICATION
OF EZAHZHER

NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXtQ4XNATZON

TRUCK L.H.
R.H.

A36 AWS

D1.0-69
AWS
D1.0-69

LPX E165-65 NDT Level XI

HOIST FOUNDATION
MEiMBERS

CABLE CARRIERS

A36

A36

AWS

D1.0-69

AWS

D1.0-69

AWS

D1.0-69

AWS

D1.0-69

LPI

NA

E165-65 NDT Level
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(3) Control of materials (particularly welding rod) in accordance
with applicable welding specification and Quality Assurance
Manual.

(4) Documentation of welders and Non-destructive Examination personnel
qualifications in accordance with codes specified on detail
drawings and in Quality Assurance Manual.

(5) Inspection of all welds with preparation and review of inspection
reports. All welds were inspected visually for compliance 'with
fabrication drawings and applicable welding specifications. Non
destructive Examination was performed on all structural welds
which were specifically identified on the detail weldment drawings.

(6) Visual and dimensional inspection for fabricated parts and
assemblies with preparation and review of inspection reports.

(7) Control of non-conforming parts or material with documentation
of disposition..

(8) Functional testing of principal mechanical assemblies for com-
pliance with design requirements with preparation and review
of test reports.

Quality control for the field installation of the refueling gantry
modification and access platform include essentially the same quality
control activities required for fabrication. Testing, however, will
be expanded to cover pre-operational testing of the entire gantry-
access platform system followed by close monitoring of performance
during actual usage.

The dimensions specified on the fabrication drawings for the gantry
structural components were based on field measuremerits of the original
gantry structure and their comparison with the original fabrication
drawing dimensions. The fabrication tolerances applied to these di-
mensions were compatible with those used in the original fabrication
and are typical of those used in structural steel fabrication. It
was recognized that the performance of the gantry and access platform
depends upon the proper alignment of certain components. Design
features, therefore, were provided so that such alignments could be
performed in the field to compensate for variations in dimensions such
as the rail center-to- center distance. The gantry-to-truck connection
on the modified refueling gantry, for example, is a bolted connection
with oversize holes. This arrangement .permits the trucks to be shifted
relative to the gantry legs so that the trucks can be positioned pro-
perly over the rails. Following gantry operation to verify the cor-
rectness of the alignment, the bolted connection is tack-welded so that
it cannot shift. The attachments for the access platform to the
refueling gantry have similar provisions.

Mechanical components were also provided with features to accommodate
dimensional variations. For example, the original cross shafts of
the bridge drive system were replaced with much stiffer shafts. The
overall lengths of these shafts were adjustable so that the actual
distances between gearboxes could be readily accommodated.
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g.'on-destructive Examinations

All structural welds performed during fabrication of components
and their installation on the Refueling Gantry will have been non-
destructively examined by the liquid penetrant method as specified
in ASTM-E165 by personnel qualified to Level ZI in accordance with
SHT-TC-lA, Supplement D. The full penetration welds required to
splice the new 'walkway and monorail beam were ultrasonic tested in
accordance with AI0S D1.0 and qualified per SNT-TC-1A. Melding of
non-structural components (e.g. railing, kickplates, decking, tag
lines, etc.) is only visually examined. The material list in the
response to request l.e above identifies the components that were
liquid penetrant or ultrasonically examined.

All machined components nave been visually examined and dimensionally
inspected for comparison with drawing requirements. The major me-
chanical components (trucks with wheel assemblies) were tested
under partial load at the fabricator's shop prior to field installation.
Operational tests of the modified refueling gantry and without access
platform installed nave been completed.

, All structural welds performed during fabrication of the access plat-
form have been non-destructively examined by the liquid penetrant
method as specified in ASTM-E165 and by personnel qualified in
accordance with SNT-TC-lA. VJelds performed during installation
will be simi1arly examined. The welding of non-structural access
platform components (e.g. railing, gates, etc.) was only visually
examined. All machined comoonents were visually examined and
dimensionally inspected for comparison with drawing requirements.

The entire access platform syst: em (platform, columns, pulleys, hoists
and control systems) has been assembled and erected at the fabri-
cator's shop for full load, full extension customer acceptance
testing. Following installation on the refueling gantry, the access
platform will be subjected to a similar pre-operational test.

The refueling gantry will be pre-operationally tested after installa-
tion of the access platform. Visual inspection of the refueling
gantry and the access platform will be performed before and after
tne pre-operational tests and following the first period of normal
operation.

Visual inspection will be made prior to each refueling outage on all
load points, support areas, cables and pulleys of the access plat-
form. Areas which show signs of possible deterioration will be liquid
penetrant tested.
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2. Since the mechanical arrangement of the monorail and the proposed access
platform have added to and extensively altered the stability and load hand-
ling system used in the, original crane structure, provide the following:

a. State the performance requirements for gantry travel, trolley
'ravel, monorail travel, and vertical lift for the maintenance

platform. This should include all loadings and the individual and
parallel loading conditions of the platform, monorail, or trolley
and indicate which are used separately or in combination and the
velocities involved.

b. Specifically state the standards, codes and specifications used
in design and manufacture (i.e., Cl1AA70-AISE-6, AISC)., Xndicate
the areas of design or manufacture that exceed the minimum require-
ments of the standards used for the mechanical design of the access
platform.

c ~ Define the operational control, emergency and safety features pro-
vided for the crane handling systems. This should include items
such as brakes, limit switches, stops, bumpers, and fail clamps.
State what occurs at time of power failure, inadvertent operation,
and malfunction of the individual items of each of the crane handling
systems.

d. An outline of the general operational procedures for the new

gantry crane handling system.

Response

a 4 Performance Requirements

The performance requirements for the modified gantry are shown in Table
12. The live loads are as defined in CMAA-70; any load whicn moves re-
lative. to the structure under consideration. The minimum live load of
13,950 pounds is represented by the fuel hoist trolley with grapple only
plus the unloaded auxiliary hoist (monorail) plus the unloaded access
platform. The maximum simultaneous live load of 20,150 pounds is repre-
sented by the fuel hoist trolley with,grapple only plus the loaded auxiliary
hoist and access platform with personnel.

The gantry can be moved simultaneously with any motion of the fuel hoist
trolley and with any motion of the auxiliary hoist. Gantry controls will
be interlocked with the access platform control system so that gantry
motion is prohibited when the access platform is in motion. The access
platform will have priority.
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TMLE 12

GANTRY PERFORMANCE RE9UIREMENTS

Travel

Speed

90 Feet

From Fuel Hosit Trolley Control Station
From Auxiliary Hoist Control Station
From Access Platform Control Station ,

Live Loads

0-20 feet per minute
7 feet per minute maximum
7 feet per minute maximum,

Fuel Hoist Trolley (no load)
with fuel grapple only
with fuel grapple and fuel

3,000 pounds
4,300 pounds
5,000 pounds

Auxiliary Hoist. (no load)
with its maximum load

1,700 pounds
2,700 pounds

Access Platform (travelling section)
with its maximum load

7,950 pounds
11,150 pounds

Personnel (on walkway) 2,000 pounds

23
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Response (cont'd.)

The access platform,will not be used when the fuel hoist and trolley
are in operation. To prevent such operation the access platform will
be mechanically locked to the gantry walkway. Simultaneous operation
of the auxiliary hoist and the fuel hoist is permitted. Xt is intended
to use the auxiliary hoist with the access platform. The fuel hoist
will not be used when the access platform is in operation since it is
necessary to place the fuel grapple in its stored position before the
gantry can be moved over the reactor cavity.

The performance requirements for the fuel hoist are shown in Table 13.

Similar information for the auxiliary hoist (monorail and frame)
trolley are shown in Table 14.

The performance requirements'for the access platform are given in.
Table 15. The access platform has been designed to meet design basis
operational and accidental loading conditions. Structural analyses
have also been performed to verify that the design meets the allowable

. stresses and is in accordance with the applicable codes and standards.
These are discussed in Appendix A.

The adequacy of the Access Platform structure was evaluated for the nor-
mal operating conditions (design live loads at various locations on

'heaccess platform) and for the accidental stall condition (stall load
applied at different critical locations on the, access platform). The
adequacy of the telescopic columns has been evaluated for the accidental
stall condition, for seismic conditions with the access platform at dif-
ferent elevations and for the effect of a double cable break accident.
The load combination equations are indicated in the parentheses.

(1) Operating Conditions:

(a) Dead (D) load of the main platform, plus dead load of the extensions
'extensionsclosed), plus live (L) load of 2,000 pounds located at

the right end of the main platform. (D+L)

(b) Dead (D) load of the main platform, plus dead load of the extensions
(extensions closed), plus live (L) load of 2,000 pounds located at the
front edge of main platform. (D+L)

(c) Dead (D) load of the main platform, plus dead load of the extensions
(extensions closed), plus live (L) load of 2,000 pounds located at the
center of the main platform. (D+L)

(d) Dead (D) load of main platform, plus dead load of extensions (ex-
tensions open) plus a live (L) load of 600 pounds at the front of eac»

extension. (D+L)
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TABLE 13

FUEL HOIST TROLLEY PERFORMANCE RE UIREMENTS

Trolley Travel

Trolley Speed

Hoist Lift
Hoist Speed

Hoist Load Capacity, maximum

39 feet 4 inches

0-15 feet per minute

60 feet

0-20 feet per minute

1,700 pounds
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TABLE 14

AUXILIARYHOIST PERFORMANCE RE UIREMENTS 0<onorail)

Trolley Travel

Trolley Speed

Hoist Lifg

Hoist Speed

Hoist Load Capacity, maximum

42 feet 4 inches

7 feet per minute

70 feet

7 feet per minute

1,000 pounds

AUXILIARYHOIST PERFORt~iANCE RE UIREHENTS

(Frame)'rolley

Travel

Trolley Speed

Hoist Lift
Hoist Speed

Hoist Load Capacity, maximum

39 feet 4 inches

7. feet per minute

70 feet

7 feet per minute

1,000 pounds
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TABLE 15

ACCESS PLATFORM PERFORMANCE RE9UIREMENTS

Vertical T avel 29 feet (In full "up" position
the access platform is 4 feet
above the floor to permit un-
restricted operation of the re-
fueling gantry.)

Horizontal Travel of
Extension Platform

9 feet for each extension platform.

Vertical Speed 40 feet per minute with inter-
mediate speeds.

Horizontal Speed of
Extension Platform

20 feet per minute

Load Capacity, Total 3,200 pounds

Load Capacity,
Main Platform

50 pounds per square feet or a
concentrated load of 2,000 pounds

Load Capacity,
Extension Platform

600 pounds for each extension
platform
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(1) Operating Conditions: (cont'd. )

0

(e) Dead (D} load of main platform, plus dead load of extensions (exten-
sions open), plus live (L) load of 600 pounds at the center edge of
each extension (D+L) .

(f) Dead (D) .load of main platform, plus dead load of extensions (exten-
sions open), plus a live (L} load of 600 pounds at the front edge of
each extension, plus a live load of 2000 pounds at the right edge
of the main platform (D+L).

Accident Conditions:

(g) Dead (D} load of the access platform plus a stall(S) load of 20,300
pounds at the front edge of the right extension (D+S). The re-
sistors installed in the primary side of each hoist motor limit
the cable pull developed during the stall-out condition to 26,500
pounds with the voltage XO percent above the nominal line voltage.
The stall load of 20,300 pounds represents the difference between
the cable pull of 26,500 pounds and the weight of the access plat-
form and its attachments (6,200 pounds).

(h) Dead (D) loads of the access platform plus a stall (S) load of 20,300
pounds at the right. corner of main platform (D+S) .

(i) Dead (D) loads of the access platform plus a stall (S) load of ?0,300
pounds at the middle of the main, platform at its front.edge (D+S).

(j) Dead (D) loads of the access platform plus a stall (S) load of 20,300
pounds at the middle of the main platform at its back edge (D+S) .

The telescopic tubes of the access platform system have considered
the same operating and accident loads described above. In addi-
tion the tubes have been analyzed for a double cable break on one
side of the access platform.

Standards, Codes and Specifications

(1) Refueling Gantry, Original Systems and Structure

The basic refueling gantry including fuel hoist and auxiliary hoists
were built in accordance with a specifications prepared by General
Electric. The General Electric specification for refueling gantries
lists the following standards, codes and specifications required to be
used in the design and manufacture of the gantry:

~American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc. (AISC)
Manual of Steel Construction

~ American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
Book of ASTM Standards

~ American Welding Society (ANS)
Code for Welding in Building Construction

.National Electrical Manufacturer's Association (NEMA)
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(2) Refueling Gantry dified Systems and Structure

, In order to install the access platform on the refueling gantry it was
'ecessary to modify the basic gantry structure and to modify the gantry
bridge drive system. The standards, codes and specifications used in the
design and manufacture of the structural modifications have been dis-
cussed in the response to Request B.l above.

The bridge drive system was modified for three reasons:

(a) The additional weight of the access platform system and the refuel-
ing gantry modifications required the use of larger diameter bridge
wheels and a larger bridge drive motor.

(b) The new gantry modification, specifically the new gantry'alkway,
required some rear angement of the bridge drive system to avoid any
compromise in the structural integrity of the gantry walkway.

(c) The performance of the original gantry bridge was less than satis-
factory since a substantial amount of "crabbing" occurred during
bridge travel. Changes to the bridge wheel bearing system and the
bridge drive system cross shafts, in combination with the structural
modifications., which resulted in much stiffer gantry structure, were
made to obtain smoother operation.

The revised drive system mechanical design is in compliance with appli-
cable parts of Section 70-4 of CMAA Specification No. 70 and the appro-
priate sections of USAS B 30.2.0 "Safety Code, Overhead and Gantry Cranes."
The mechanical design complies fully with these specifications except for
C5$A-70 Paragraph 4.8 which states:

"Bridge drives shall consist of one of the arrangements
illustrated in Figure 4.8.1."

This paragraph of the code is not applicable since gantry drive
systems cannot have the same bridge drive arrangements as overhead
cranes because of the difference in elevation between the bridge
cross shafts and the truck wheels.

CHAA-70 Paragraph 4.11 Wheels

"Nheels shall be designed to carry the maximum wheel load
under normal conditions without undue wear. Recommended
wheel loads are shown in Table 4.11.3."

The maximum wheel loading for the Modified Refueling Gantry with the
Access Platform Installed and with all live loads is 28,000 pounds.
Table 4.11.3 gives a recommended maximum wheel load of 27,200 pounds
for a 16" diameter wheel on a 30~8 ASCE rai,l (by interpolation) for
Service Classes Al through C. The Refueling Gantry fits Service
Class Al per the CKQ,-70 class definitions.

(3) Access Platform

The access platform was designed and fabricated in accordance with Parts
I and II of ANSI A120.2, "Safety Requirements for Powered Platforms for
Exterior Building l1aintenance." Part I of the standard provides general
recommendations and definitions and Part II gives the specific requirements
for a Type F powered platform. The basic requirement of Type F equipment
is that the working platform is suspended by at least four wire ropes and
designed so that failure of any one wire rope will not substantially alter
the normal position of the platform.
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(3) Access Platform (cont '. )

ANSI A120.1 was selected because it most closely fits the arrangement
of the access platform installed on the refueling gantry. Certain
deviations from ANSX A120.1 were made, however, because the indoor shortliftapplication of the access platform is sufficiently different from
outdoor long lift requirements of exterior building platforms.

For the steel structural components, ANSI A120.1 specifically references
the AXSC Standard, "Specifications for the Design, Fabrication and Er-
ection of Structural Steel for Buildings," and makes a general reference
to the American Welding Society welding standards. The compliance of the
access platform structural design and fabrication with these standards has
been discussed in the response to Request B.l above.

For the electrical and mechanical design and fabrication, ANSI A120.1
specifically references the American National Standards National Elec-
trical Code Cl and makes a general reference to American Gear Mnaufacturers
Association (AGMA) standards. Deviations of the access platform mechan-
ical and electrical design and fabrication from the requirements of Part
XI of ANSI A120.1 are presented below:

(a) Part XI, Section 12 "Roof Car" (refueling gantry)
Paragraph 12.4.5 "Operating Device for Power-Operated Roof Car"

"The operating device shall be so connected that it is not
operable until the working platform is located at its upper-
most position of travel."

Movement of the refueling gantry is permitted with the access platform
at any elevation. This capability is necessary in order to accomplish
decontamination of the reactor cavity walls in an efficient manner.
Design features have been provided to minimize the consequences of
this deviation. Travel interferences devices have been installed on
the access platform and the wall washing units. These devices will
prohibit gantry motion in the direction of interference. Gantry speed
will be limited to the jog speed when the gantry is controlled from
either access platform control station. The telescopic columns on
the access platform will control the lateral sway of the access plat-
form when the refueling gantry is in motion.

(b) Part II Section 13 "Workin Platform" (Access Platform)
Paragraph 13.6.3 "spaces Between Guard Rails and Toeboards"

"Spaces between guard rails and toeboards shall be filled
with metallic mesh or similar material that will reject a
ball 1 inch in diameter."

The access platform and refueling gantry walkway and operators'ab
are provided with the required guard rails and toeboards. However, no
metallic mesh is installed.
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(b) part XI Section 13 "Norkin Platform" (Access Platform) (cont'd. )

Paragraph 13.9 "Access Gates"

"Nhere access gates are provided, they shall be self-closing
and self-locking."

The access gates installed on the Access Platform and refueling gantry
walkway are self-locking only.

(c) Part II Section 14 "Hoistin E uipment"

Paragraph 14.10.4 "Minimum Lifting Capacity"

"The hoist. motors shall have adequate capacity to insure
lifting of the platform at any point of its travel with
125 percent of rated load."

The access platform has been designed to retain structural integrity if
the platform encounters an obstacle of sufficient strength to stall the
hoist motors. To help achieve this capability, the stall torgue capacity
of the hoist motors has been deliberately limited to 200 percent of rated
torgue (at 110 percent of the rated line voltage) by resistors placed in
the primary motor circuit. Nith these resistors, the hoist motors (operat-
ing at 90 percent of the rated line voltage) have sufficient capacity tolift the access platform at „any point of its travel with 100 percent of
rated load. At rated line voltage, the hoist motors will lift 120 percent
of rated load at any po'nt of its travel.

Paragraph 14.11.1 "Brakes Required"

"The hoisting machine(s) shall have two independent braking
means, each designed to stop and hold the working platform
with 125 percent of rated load."

The intent of this requirement is to assure that the loss of one holding
brake will not result in the loss of load control. The access platform
is provided with two hoist systems, each having a disc-type electric motor
brake of sufficient capacity to stop and hold the access platform with
125 percent of rated load. Nith this arrangement and because of the way
in which the hoist cables are reeved, the access platfoim can sustain
the total failure of one hoist without any change in platform position
or any loss of load control. The two hoist systems of the access platform,
therefore, comply fully with the intent of Paragraph 14.11.1

(d) Part II Section 16 "Electrical Nirin and E ui ment"

Paragraph 16.5 "Circuit Potential Limitations"

1) "Circuit potential permitted on the roof or. other exterior
locations for service to powered. platforms shall not ex-
ceed 600 volts."
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[d) ,'Part II Section 16 "Electrical Wirin and E ui ment" (cont'd.)

2) "Circuit potential to hoist motors or self-powered plat-
forms shall not exceed a nominal voltage of 220 volts single,
or poly-phase."

The refueling gantry is supplied with 600 volts, 3-phase power. The
access platform hoist motors are, therefore, rated at 575 volts. This
circuit potential is limited to the hoist motors, the hoist motor control
panels, and the main disconnect panel. The hoist motors and the hoist
motor control panels are relatively inaccessible to operating personnel.
The circuit potential on the access platform itself does not exceed a
nominal 220'volts. The circuit potential at all control stations does
not exceed a nominal 110 volts.

Paragraph 16.9.2. "Electric Interlocks for Roof Car Positioning Device"

"Where the installation includes a roof car electric contact(s)
shall be provided and so connected that the operating devices
for the working platform shall be operative only when the roof car
is located and mechanically retained at an established operating
point."

Operation of the access platform is permitted electrically at any location
of the refueling gantry. This capability is necessary to accomplish de-
contamination of the reactor cavity walls and to aid in other operations
related to opening (or closing) of the reactor. The access platform will
not be used during fuel movement by the refueling gantry. Mechanical
locks have been provided which will lock the access platform to the gantry
walkway. Therefore, even if the controls were operative the access plat-
form could not be lowered. The locks are designed to support the full
load of the access platform. In addition, key-operated switches are pro-
vided on the access platform main control panel so that the control system
can be locked in a de-energized condition, this prohibits inadvertant opera-
tion.

During access platform operation, the consequences of this deviation
are minimized by the design features presented in the discussion of Section
12.4.5 above.

Paragraph 16.9.3 "Electric Interlock for Traveling Cable Tension—
Control Devices"

"An electric contact shall be provided and so connected
that it will cause the down direction relay for vertical
travel to open if tension in the traveling cable exceeds
safe limits."

The intent of this section is to minimize the possibility of personnel
on the working platform from losing the ability to lift the working plat-
form back to the roof level. Loss of this ability is significant in an
exterior building application where long lifts would ordinarily be en-
countered and it is difficult to retrieve personnel. Overtension devices
have not been installed on the access platform traveling cables because
the loss of such cables will only cause the platform to stop. With a
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Paragraph 16.9.3 (cont'd.)
0

total travel of less than 30 feet, personnel on the access platform
are 15 feet from either the refueling gantry walkway or the reactor
cavity floor level. Retrieval of personnel at these distances is not
difficult. The Control station located on the refueling gantry walkway
duplicates all of the functions on the access platform control station.
The walkway station can be used to lift the access platform by installing
several jumpers to bypass the access platform emergency stop button and
the extension platform outtravel interlock.

Paragraph 16.9.6 "Upper and Lower Directional Limit Devices"

"Directional limit devices, if driven from the hoisting
machines by chains, tapes or cables shall incorporate a
device to disconnect the electric power from the hoisting
machine and apply the brakes in the event of failure of
the driving means."

The intent of this section is to ensure that the failure of a drive chain
or belt will not incapacitate the normal upper and lower directional limit
devices without a suitable protective action taking place. Each access
platform hoist is equipped with belt-driven travel limit switches. Either
limit switch controls both hoists so that failure of one belt will not ad-
versely affect hoist control. Indicator lights located on the access
platform main control panel indicate the status of each limit switch. In
addition to these limit switches, the access platform has two independent
terminal limit switches (upward) directly operated by the access platform.
Either of these will terminate upward motion. Two sets of down travel in-
terference switches will terminate down travel if the access platform en-
counters an obstacle during lowering.

(e) Part II Section 17 "Emer en Communications"

Paragraph 17.1 "Requirement for Communications"

"Two-way voice communication equipment shall be provided for
each powered platform for use in emergency, unless an ex-
ception is granted by the enforcing authority."

Two-way communications are not provided for the access platform because
the liftdistance is only 30 feet and personnel control the noise level.
An emergency horn(s) will be provided on the access platform and refuel-
ing gantry to alert personnel in the event of any emergency.

c Operational Control, Emergency and Safety Features

(1) Access Platform Description

The access .platform consists of a main platform assembly with extendable
sections at each end. The access platform is attached to the refueling
gantry with two telescoping column assemblies which provide guidance
and lateral stability over the entire vertical travel of the platform.

The platform is raised and lowered by two electrical motordriven winch
hoist systems which are mounted on the bridge structure of the refuel-
ing gantry. The hoist systems which include the winch hoists, the cable,
and sheaves are completely redundant so that the failure of any single
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component wi not result in loss of control f the load. The hoist
systems are sized so that either hoist is capable of raising or lower-
ing the platform. Operation of the access platform including horizon-
tal travel of the refueling gantry is controlled from either a console
mounted on the access platform or from a console mounted on the refuel-
ing gantry.

(a) Main Platform Assembly

The main platform assembly is a welded boxbeam structure with integral
bulkheads, kickplates and diamond safety plate flooring. This design
approach results in a lightweight structure that is extremely stiff.
Local structural reinforcements are provided at the locations where
the telescoping column assemblies are attached to the main platform
section and where the linear bearings which support the extension plat-
forms are mounted.

The main platform assembly is provided with railings fabricated from
steel pipe welded to the platform to form an integral structure. Per-
sonnel openings are provided at each end of the main platform assembly
for access to the extension platforms. Two openings are provided on
the side of the platform for access to the refueling gantry walkway.
Hinged gates with self-locking latches are used to close the personnel
openings. The platform is provided with a 4 inch kickplate (an integral
part of the structure) which runs continuously around the periphery of
the main platform. Safety shields, which are attached to the main platform
and railings, surrond the telescoping column assemblies and hoist cables,
for a height of 8 feet to protect personnel. Safety pans are suspended
from the bottom of the main platform structure and operate electr'cal
switches to terminate access plat orm motion and refueling gantry travel
if the pans strike any obstacle.

The components required to support and drive the extension platforms are
mounted within the main platform structure. These components include
the linear roller bearings which support and guide the extension platforms,
the rack and pinion driven gearmotors (with travel and torgue 'limit switches)
which drive the extension platforms, and the control boxes which contain

'heextension platform drive system contactors.

(b) Extension Platform Assembly

The extension platform assembly is a welded structure having the same
structural features as the main platform assembly. Each extension plat-
form is supported by two rectangular steel tubes with l inch roundways
mounted on the top and bottom of each tube. The rectangular tubes com-
bined with the roundways produce stiff support beams so that the deflec-
tion of the extension platform when fully extended and loaded is less tnan
0.5 inches. Stop plates are mounted at the end of each support beam to
provide a positive mechanical stop to backup the drive system out-travel
limit switch.

Each extension platform is driven by a rack and pinion gearmotor drive
system.'he rack for this system is mounted to the inner side of one of
the extension platform support beams. The gearmotor is provided with a
clutch which can be operated from the main platform. The clutch disengages
the pinion gear from the gearmotor so that the extension platform can be
manually retracted in the event of a loss of electric power. The gearmotor
contains travel and torque limit switches. The travel limit switches are
adjusted to terminate platform motion prior to reaching the mechanical stops.
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(b) extension Platform Assembly (cont'd. )

The torgue limit switch will de-energize the motor in either direction if
an obstacle is encountered.

A spring driven cable reel is mounted within.each extension platform
structure to extend or retract the control cable which connects the ex-
tension platform control console to the associated control box.

(c) Telescoping Column

Each telescoping colunn assembly consists of four (4) concentric tubes. The
outer tube has a 12 inch outside diameter. The two intermediate tubes have
10 and 8 inch outside diameters and the inner tube has a 6 incn outside dia-
meter. The outer tube is rigidly mounted to the refueling gantry at the
walkway level and at the monorail beam level. The inner tube is bolted
to the access platform at its lower end. The two intermediate tubes are
unattached and will move downward by gravity as the access platform is low-
ered. Positive stops on each of the telescoping sections limit the travel
of the moving tubes. The overall length of the telescoping column assembly
is approximately 14 feet, in the retracted position and approximately 43
feet in the fully extended position providing a column stroke of 29 feet.

Down-travel and up-travel latch assemblies are mounted on the intermediate
tubes to ensure proper relative motion between the telescoping sections
during the lowering or lifting of the access platform. For example, during
lowering, the down-travel latches force the intermediate tubes to move with
the inner tube. When the larger of the intermediate tubes reaches its
travel limit its down-travel latch is operated to free that tube from the
smaller intermediate tube. At this point the smaller tube is still forced
by its down-travel latch to move with the inner tube. When the smaller in-
termediate tube reaches its travel limit its down-travel latch is operated
to free it from the inne"- tube which is continuing to move downward. These
latches are used to prevent one=of the intermediate tubes, in the event. of
excessive bearing friction, from leaving the access platform before its travel
limit stop is reached. This condition could result in the free fall of
the "hung-up" tube producing substantial impact loads in the hoist cables or
cable attachments. The up-travel latches provide similar protection when
the access platform is being lifted.
The outer tube is fabricated from carbon steel painted inside and outside .

to protect against corrosion. The intermediate and inner tubes are stain-
less steel and are ground on the outside to provide a close fit with plastic
sleeve bearings. The bearings are mounted on approximately 24 inch centers
at the bottom ends of the three outermost tubes.

A two-sheave pulley assembly is mounted on the top of each outer tube.
The pulley assembly has pivoting sheaves to maintain equal loads on the Qual
cables over the full travel of the access platform. Load equalization will
be maintained as long as the pivoting sheaves do not contact their solid
stops. Limit switches mounted on each pulley assembly will be actuated be-
fore either sheave contacts its stop and will prohibit access platform motion.
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(c) Telescoping Column (cont'd.)

Indicating lights are provided on the access platform main control panel
to identify which sheave has contacted its stop. The hoist cables are
sized so that they have a safety factor of 10 when the loads are shared.

The amount of sheave motion resulting from either failure of one cable or
failure of the pivot pin is limited so that the accompanying shock load
will not fail the remaining cable(s).

(d)

Each pulley is also provided with a load cell which detects slack cable
and cable overload conditions. Either load cell will de-energize the
hoist winches if the access platform encounters obstructions during either
raising or lowering.

Winch Hoist System

Two winch hoist systems are provided to operate the access platform.
Each system utilizes two-part single reeved cables so connected that one
cable supports one end of the access platform and the second cable supports
the other end. Consequently, each end of the access platform has two (2)
cables attached to it, one from each hoist system. This method of reeving
ensures that the access platform will not change attitude if one of the
hoist systems suffers a major mechanical failure. Positive control of the
load is therefore guaranteed for any single cable or hoist failure.

The winch hoists are positioned at opposite ends of the refueling gantry
bridge structu-e. These locations minimize the cable fleet anglos an'o»
duce the loading on the refueling gantry structure. The winch hoists are
sized so that each hoist is capable of lifting the access platform when
full primary voltage is applied to the hoist motor. Under normal operating
conditions (both hoists operating), resistance is inserted in the primary
motor winding circuit to limit the torgue that can be developed by the hoist
motors. This feature minimizes the load that the motors can exert on the
platform if it encounters an obstacle during lifting which is sufficient to
stall the motors. The resistance, however, must be bypassed in order to lift
the access platform with a single hoist.

Each hoist is equipped with a wound rotor induction motor, a dual cable drum,
an electro-mechanical motor brake, an eddy current load brake, travel limit
switches, and a speed switch (non-resetting type). Thermal overload protection
is provided for the motor. Wound rotor induction motors have been selected
for two reasons. First, the acceleration and deceleration can be controlled
for soft starts and stops, and second, the rotors of the two hoists can be
tied together electrically to insure speed synchronization during lifting and
lowering.

(2) Access Platform Controls

Two control stations are provided for the access platform. One console is located
on the access platform itself and the second is installed at a suitable location
on the refueling gantry walkway. The main control panel for the access platform
is also located near the walkway and has a key-operated switch to select which
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,(2) Accesh Platform Controls (cont'd.)

control station operates the access platform. The selector switch has three
positiqns: "ACCESS PLATFORM," "OFF," and "NALKNAY." In the "OFF" position,
power is removed from the control circuit so that the access platform (in-
cluding extension platforms) cannot be operated. Refueling gantry bridge
motion is controlled by one of the refueling control consoles. In the "ACCESS
PLATFORM'osition', the access platform motion and the refueling gantry bridge
motions are contoleed from the control console located on the access platform.
In the "NALYNAY"position, access platform and refueling gantry bridge motions
are controlled from the control console on the refueling gantry walkway.

Each control station has a set of pushbottons which control platform motion
and a second set to control refueling bridge motion. The access platform
lift/lower pushbuttons are multi-position to provide'or soft starting and
stopping. The soft starting is automatically controlled by time delay relays
which force the motors to go through intermediate speeds regardless of how
quickly the operator depresses the pushbutton. ~ Stopping, however, is manually
controlled and a quick release of the pushbutton will cause the platform to
stop rapidly.
The refueling gantry bridge pushbuttons duplicate the functions performed
by the bridge motion control pushbuttons provided on the refueling gantry
auxiliary hoist control pendant. Indicator lights, mounted on eacn
control console, are provided to inform the operator about the following
interlock conditions: slack cable, cable overload, travel interference,
(including extension p|atfozm), up-travel limit and down-travel limit.
The slack cable'; down-travel limit and down-travel interference inter-
locks will prohibit lowering of the Access Platform. The down-travel
interference interlocks are divided into two sections to cover each
direction of bridge motion and will prohibit bridge motion of the refueling
gantry.
Pushbutton switches are pzovided at each console to reset the slack cable,
cable overload, and travel interference interlocks. A reset action is provided
to assure that the operator investigates the condition before access platform or
bridge motion is continued in the direction which resulted in the interlock being
actuated.

An emergency "STOP" pushbutton is provided at each console. This switch xemoves
all power from the access platform motor and control systems. A "PONER ON" push-
button is also provided to restore power in the event that ei<her a "STOP" button
has been actuated or supply power has been momentarily interrupted.

Key-operated bypass switches are provided on the main control panel so that
operation of the access platform is possible in the event of interlock malfunc-
tions and/or the failure of one hoist. An indicator light is provided at each
console to inform the operator that a bypass switch has been actuated;

Additional interlocks (phase reversal and single phasing interlocks) are pro-
vided to ensure that the hoist motors will rotate in the correct direction or be
able to reverse direction as demanded by the operator. These interlocks cannot
be bypassed. Therefore, the condition must be cleared before access platform
operation is possible.
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(3) Extension platform Controls

Each extension platform is provided with a control console which contains "OUT/
IN" pushbuttons, a travel interference interlock indicating light and two travel
limit indicator lights ("IN" and "OUT" travel limits) . The "OUT/IN" pushbuttons
control the extension and retraction motion of the. extension platform. The
travel interference interlocks provide for personnel safety during the retraction
of the extensioh platform, and prohibit outward motion of the extension platformif an obstruction is contacted. In addition, refueling gantry motion is prohibited
in either direction depending on which section of the out-travel interlock is
actuated. Pushbutton switches located on the access platform control consoles
permit each extension platform to be retracted in the event that the extension
platform operator is incapacitated; The control circuit is interlocked so that
the retraction motion has priority. Interlocks are provided so that the access
platform cannot be rated unless both extension platforms are -fully retracted.
This feature minimizes the possibility of encountering obstacles during lifting.

(4) Access Platform Failure Analysis

(a) Loss of Electric Power

Loss of electric power can occur w3.th the access platform either
stationary or in motion at any elevation. If the access platform
is stationary, 'no change in position will occur upon loss of power
since the holding brakes have already been set. If the access plat-
form is in motion; it will come to a stop in the same way as that oc-
curring during normal operation.

At this point the only concern is retrieval of personnel. Ladders
can be used since personnel on the platform are no more than l5
feet from either the refueling gantry walkway or the reactor cavity
floor level. Personnel on the extension platforms can be returned
to the main section by manually releasing the extension drive motor
clutches and retracting the extension platform by attaching ropes and
pulling.

(b) Inadvertant Operation

Inadvertant operation of the access platform when the refueling
gantry is being used to move fuel is prohibited by three admin-
istratively controlled features. After access platform operations have
been completed, operating personnel will install the mechanical locks
at the base of the telescopic column assemblies and lower access plat-
form until locks assume load and hoist cables are unloaded. This step
makes it impossible to lower the access platform. Operating personnel
will also place the key-operated Station Selector switch in the "OFF"
position and remove and store the key. This step removes all control
power from the main control panel and the control stations so that the
access platform is inoperative. The third procedure involves placing
the access platform main disconnect switch in the "OFF" position to re-
move all main power from the hoist motor and hoist motor control panels.
Any one of the above steps will prevent inadvertant operation of the
access platform. Interlocks are porvided to prevent inadvertant raising
of the access platform if either extension plat form is not fully retracted.
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(b) Inadvqrtant Operation (cont'd.)
E

Interlocks are also provided to prevent inadvertant refueling gantry
motion when the access platform is in motion.

The possibility of inadvertant refueling gantry or access platform
operation following actuation of any travel interference interlock is
minimized by requiring the operator to push a "RESET" pushbutton befoxe
subsequent operation in the same direction is permitted (after the travel
interference has been cleared).

(c) Component Malfunction

Hoist Failure

If a hoist fails when the access platform is being raised, the total
load will be transferred to the second hoist. The load equalization
limit switches on both pulley assemblies will detect this condition to
de-energize the operating hoist causing the access platform to come
to a normal stop.

If a hoist loses electric power when the access platform is being
lowered, its brake will set to stop the access platform. Since the
failed hoist will assume the load, its load equalization limit switches
will de-energize the second hoist.

If a hoist fails mechanically (freewheels) when the access platform
is being lowered, the second hoist will assume the load. Its load
equalization l'm't switches w'll then detect this condition to de-
energize the operating hoist causing the access platform to come es-
sentially to a normal stop.

Failure of a hoist eddy current brake or its associated power supply
will be sensed by a brake current relay which in turn will de-energize
the affect d hoist (for down direction only) to stop the access platform.
The load equalization limit switches will de-energize the second hoist.

Loss of one phase to one or both hoist motors will be detected by the
phase failure relay which senses current unbalance. The phase failure
relay de-energizes the main line contactor to remove power from both
hoists. Backup to the phase failure relay will be provided by the load
equalization limit switches for all loss of phase incidents involving one
hoist.

Cable Failures

If a cable fails when the access platform is in motion, its load will
be transferred to the adjacent cable. Impact on the adjacent. cable is
limited to an acceptable value by controlling the rotation of the pivot-
ing sheaves. A load,equalization limit switch will detect the sheave
rotation to de-energize both hoists causing the access platform to come
to a normal stop.
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Cable Failures (cont'd.)

If both cables fail on one side of the access platform the telescoping
column assemblies will limit the drop of the platform to an acceptable value.
The associated pulley assembly load guage would detect slack cable and de-
energize both hoists.

Failure of S stem Protective Devices

The failure of a protective device will not prevent the required safety
action from taking place because each important protective function is
provided with either redundant devices or a backup protective function
or both-:

U -Travel Limit Switches

Each hoist has an Up-Travel Limit Switch which will de-energize both
hoists. These limit switches are backed up by two Column Up-Travel
Limit Switches (one for each column) either of which will de-energize
both hoists and the two cable overload load gages, either of which will
de-energize both hoists.

Down-Travel Timit Switches

Each hoist has a down-trave1 limit siwtch which will de-energize both
hoists. These limit. switches are backed up by the down-tra'vel interference
device (divided into two redundant sections) and by the two slack cable
load gages, any one of which will de-energize the hoists.

Extension Platform Travel Limit Switches

Each platform is provided with one out-travel and one in travel limit
switch. These switches are backed up by the drive motor bi-directional
torque limit switch and by travel interference interlocks (one for each
direction) which will de-energize the drive motor.

Hoist S eed Switches

Each hoist has a speedswitch which will de-energize both hoists if the
speed of one hoist exceeds 125 percent of nominal. These switches are
backed up by the load equalization switches (2 per hoist) since any con-
dition which would cause a speed increase in one hoist would also transfer
the load from one hoist to the other.

Travel Interference Interlocks

The down-travel interference interlocks have been separated into four
electrically independent groups, any one of which will de-energize both
hoists if one of the safety pans under the access platform strikes an
obstable. Each extension platform has a single safety pan while the, main
platform is provided with two pans. Two of the four groups provide east
travel protection for the refueling gantry while the remaining two groups
provide west travel protection. Consequently, failure of any one group
will not compromise down, east or west travel interference protection.
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Load E ualization Limit Switches

Each hoist syst: em is provided with two load equalization limit switches
(one on each pulley assembly). For hoist system failures resulting in
load transfer, both load equalization limit switches will be actuated.
Consequently, the failure of one switch will not affect protection.

Failure of a hoist cable, however, actuates only one load equalization
limit switch. Therefore, failure of that switch will affect the intended
protective function (de-energize both hoists). This condition results
only in the static safety factor of the remaining cable dropping from 10
to 5. It is highly improbably that the failure of one cable will not be
noticed by personnel since the hoist cables are readily visible to operat-
ing personnel and a slack cable will be readily detected.

Slack Cable and Cable Overload Load Gau es

Each column assembly is provided with a load gauge which detects both
slack cable and cable overload conditions. Failure of one load gauge
will eliminate protection against these conditions for one side of the
access platform. The slack cable protective function, however, is backed
up by the down-travel interferences interlock. The cable overload protec-
tive function, on the other hand, has no backup protective function which
will de-energize the hoist motors in the event an obstacle is encountered
on the same side of the access platform (as the failed load gauge) during
lifting. Thermal'verload devices will operate to protect the stalled
hoist motors. The access platform struct ure, however, has been designed
so that -t can accommodate a stall condition without loss of structural
integrity, thus minimizing the consequences of the load gauge failure.

Control S stem Failures

The access platform control system has been designed so that the probability
of a single component or circuit failure (including an open circuit or short,
circuit) resulting in an unsafe operating condition is extremely small.
Such failures will either remove all hoist power, or de-energize the hoist
motors if operating, or affect part of the redundant protective function.

The control system has also been designed to permit emergency operation
of the access platform in the event of the more probably component or cir-
cuit failures. For example, key-operated bypass switches are provided to
bypass selected protective functions. In addition, two independent control
stations are provided, either of which can perform all control functions.
The principal purpose of the key-operated bypass switches (located on the
access platform main control panel at the north end of the gantry walkway)
is to permit single hoist'peration.

(5) Refueling Gantry

Interlocks in the refueling platform electrical system block hoist or bridge
travel power when unsafe insertion or removal of fuel is signaled from the
reactor manual control system. Similarly, control rod withdrawal is blocked
when unsafe conditions are signaled from the refueling platform to the reactor
manual control system. If power fails, control rod withdrawal is blocked.
Mechanical stops are provided at the ends of the tracks to prevent'overtravel
of bridge.
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Refueling Gantry (cont'd.)

Operator controls for the refueling platform are located in. the right and left
consoles (mounted on the fuel grapple) and on two pendant-type pushbutton control
stations. One pushbutton control station is suspended from the frame mounted
auxiliary hoist and the other is suspended from the .trolley mounted auxiliary hoist.
The console controls will override the pendant-type controls in the operation of
the platform bridge and the hoist trolley.

(a) Right Hand Console

The right hand console contains the controls for platform movement, fuel
hoist movement and fuel grapple airvalve operation. The platform and fuel
hoist controls are spring centered joystick type and provide variable speed
control from zero to maximum speed in either direction. In addition to
the 'joystick control, the fuel hoist may be lowered at a low speed by means

of a momentary contact, yellow mushroom head pushbutton switch. The air-
valve is controlled by a rocker-type switch.

(b) Left Hand Console

The left hand console contains the controls for the hoist trolley, system
start and stop, indicator lights, and platform and "hoist trolley" jog
(traverse). The hoist trolley control is a spring centered joystick type
and provides variable speed control from zero to maximum speed in either
direction. The system "on" and "off" switches are pushbutton type and the
jog control is a four position toggle switch, spring loaded to return to
center.

(c) Frame Mounted Auxiliary Hoist Pendant Type Control

The pushbuttons on the pendant control for the frame mounted auxiliary
hoist enable the operator to move the platform bridge and hoist trolley,
raise and lower the auxiliary hoist cable, operate the airvalve open and
closed, turn auxiliary hoist power on and off, and bypass the geared "up"
switch. Console controls for platform bridge and hoist trolley movement
override the pendant controls.

(d) Trolley Mounted (Monorail) Auxiliary Hoist Pendant Type Control

The pushbuttons on the pendant control for the trolley mounted auxiliary
hoist enable the operator to move the platform bridge and monorail trolley,
raise and lower the hoist cable, operate the airvalve open and closed,
turn monorail hoist power on and off, and bypass the geared "up" limit
switch. Console controls for platform bridge movement override the pendant
controls.

(6) Fuel Hoist

The existing fuel hoist consists of a speed egulated induction motor, brakes, hoist
cable, cable drum, speed reducer, limit switches, and other associated components.
The hoist is used in conjunction with the'elescoping fuel grapple and can be
operated over a speed range of from 0 to approximately 20 feet per minute in
either direction. The hoist cable is nonlubricated, nonspinning stainless stell,
3/8 inch in diameter and 85 feet. long. A threaded stainless steel fitting is
attached to the free end of the hoist cable. A cable guide is provided to prevent
the cable from jumping the drum grooves.
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Fuel'Hoist (cont'd.)

A limit switch is provided on the fuel hoist drum to interrupt power in the
downward direction. The switch 'actuates a light and interrupts hoist power
when the hook is approximately 62 feet below the refueling platform.

Limit switches are also provided on the telescoping grapple part of the fuel
hoist. In the upward direction redundant switches (two) actuate a light on
the left hand console and interrupt hoist power when the grapple hook is approxi-
mately 22 feet below the platform. A third switch mounted on the telescoping
grapple provides a backup to overhoisting. A fourth switch also mounted on the
telescoping grapple interrupts power to the hoisting motor and provides backup
to the other three switches.

The hoist. cable passes through a system of pulleys which translates cable tension
to a load cell. The load cell contains switches which interrupt hoist power at
overload (1600 pounds) and slack cable (-50 pounds). The load cell also provides
signals to the safety interlocks when the cable tension is 862 pounds (include
load and grapple weight). Fuel hoist trolley movement is blocked when the 1600
pound limit is exceed.

The solenoid operated, fail-safe hoist brakes bring the hoist and load to a
safe vibrationless stop from full speed. In case of power failure, each brake
is capable of holding 150 percent of the normal hoisting load.

(7) Auxiliary Hoist (Monorail)

The hoist consists of integral reducer, brake, drum, cable, limit stops, load
cell, motor driven trolley, pendant control and an airhose and electrical cable
reel. The monorail hoist trolley controls are independent of the fuel hoist trolley
controls. They provide the capability for hositing and 'lowering, moving the mono-
rail hoist trolley, and moving the platform bridge. The load cell provides signals
to tne safety interlocks when the hoist load is 400 pounds or greater if the bridge
is over the reactor core o if a control rod is out.

(S) Auxil'ary Hoist (Mounted On Trolley Frame)

The frame mounted auxiliary hoist is a 1000 pound capacity, single speed (7
feet-per minute) integral electric hoist complete with brakes. Limit switches
geared to the hoist. drum interrupt hoist power at upper and lower cable limits.
A separate switch mounted on, the frame provides a backup for overhoisting.

The hoist is mounted on a frame which is pivoted at one 'side. The free side of
the frame rests on a load cell which signals to the safety interlocks whenthe hoist
load is 400 pounds or greater if the bridge is over the reactor core or if a con-
trol rod is out.

The hoist cable is nonlubricated, nonspinning, stainless steel with a threaded
stainless steel fitting on the free end. The brake is solenoid operated, fail-
safe and is capable of holding a full capacity load.
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d Operational Procedures
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E'

A general outline of op rating procedures for the gantry crane handling
system is presented below.

(1) Refueling Gantry

The principal functions of the refueling gantry are positioning of
the access platform, the trolley, fuel hoist and auxiliary hoists.
Before operation the gantry operating personnel check the refueling
platform equipment and make a visual inspection of all electrical and
mechanical connections. They certify that the platform bridge and
hoist trolley drive mechanism reductions gears have been serviced and
notify all personnel in the area that the refueling platform is to be
operated. Then the refueling gantry control switches are placed in
the correct positions and power is applied to the refueling platform
in accordance with detailed procedures. Checks of the refueling gantry
control circuits are performed in accordance with detailed procedures.
The refueling gantry would be exercised at this point and the refueling
gantry is ready for use.

(2) Hoists

The principal functions of this equipment are:

; LPRM removal
— Control rbd blade removal
— Fuel channeling and new fuel operation
— installation of in-the-vessel storage rack
— Spent fuel pool work

Checks on this equipment are performed in accordance with detailed
operating procedures.

(3) Access Platform

The principal functions of the access platform are to provide access
of personnel to the reactor cavity floor, to aid in performing the
operations required to open or close up the reactor and to provide
access to the reactor cavity walls for decontamination.

(a) Preparation of Access Platform for Operation

The refueling gantry would be prepared for access platform
operation by stowing the fuel grapple and shutting down the
fuel hoist trolley systems. The refueling gantry would be
moved over a selected floor arch so that personnel can perform
a thorough visual inspection of the refueling gantry and access
platform.

The access platform control switches are placed in the correct
operating positions. All facy-operated bypass switches should be
in the "NORlRL" position with the key removed. At this point the
access platform circuits would be energized and checks of the
access platform control circuits would be performed in accordance
with detailed procedures. The mechanical locks installed to pre-
vent inadvertant access platform operation would be removed

in'ccordancewith detailed procedures.
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The access platform would then be exercised between the gantry
walkway level and the operating floor level (about 4 feet) to
complete the detailed pre-operational check procedures. At this
point the access platform is ready for use.

(b) Personnel Access Operation

After the reactor cavity has been opened, the refueling gantry
is positioned over the desired cavity floor area. The access
platform is lowered to the cavity floor area from the control
station on the access platform. Personnel on the platform check
the operation of the down-travel limit switches and the telescoping
columns during this step and inspect column surfaces. The floor
area is then roped off for personnel safety.

At this point the access platform is ready for routine transport
of personnel to the reactor cavity floor. Thr walkway control
station can be used to lift the access platform back up to the
refueling gantry. Transfer of control stations, however, can
only be accomplished from the refueling gantry walkway.

(c) Reactor Opening/Closing Operation

Use of the access platform to aid in opening and closing up the
reactor would be concurrent with its utilization for personnel .access.
The refueling gantry would be positioned over the area (or in line
sSith the area) where work is to be performed. The access platform
is lowered by the operator until it is as close to the work area
as possible. A minimum 6 inches clearance should be maintained
between the bottom of the access platform and any potential ob-
stacle. In general, the down-travel limit switches will not be
effective for this situation unless they have been reset. Princi-
pal protection is provided by the down-travel interference inter-
locks which are backed up by the slack cable load gauges.

If the work area cannot be reached from the access platform with
retracted extension platforms, personnel would position the ex
tension platform(s) as required. The out-travel limit switch would
not be effective unless the access platform is at the maximum
diameter of the reactor cavity. Principal protection is provided
by the out-travel interference interlock which is backed up by the
drive motor torque switch.

After completing the work, the extension platforms must be fully
retracted in order to clear the interlock prohibiting lifting of
the access platform.

(d) Reactor Cavity Wall Decontamination

Wall washing assemblies which utilize a high-pressure spray (de-
mineralized water) to achieve decontamination have been supplied
with the access platform. The wall-washer units have a vertically
positioned spray nozzle manifold with sifficient nozzles to cover ~

a vertical distance of 40 inches.

A general wall washing procedure is outlined below, however, this
procedure is tentative since actual experience with the units will
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be required before the relationships between parameters such as
gantry traversing speed, pumping pressure, flow rate and vertical
coverage can be optimized to achieve the necessary decontamination
factor in the least time.

The wall-washing assemblies will be inst:alled on the extension
platforms in accordance with detailed procedures. Installation
of the wall-washer assemblies can be performed as part of the
initial preparation for access platform operation.

The water pumping systems (one for each wall-washer unit) will
be positioned as required and placed into operation in accordance
with the manufacturer's instru'ctions. The 'high-pressure hoses
would be connected between the pumps and the wall-washer assemblies.

With the access platform in the full "up" position and the extension
platforms fully retracted, the refueling gantry will be positioned
at the equipment. storage pool end of the react:or cavity. The
Access Platform would be lowered unt:il the wall-washing units are
at the required elevation.

The decontamination operation may require five, people: the
access platform operat:or, two extension platform (and wall-
washer unit) operators, and two hose-handlers. The access
platform operat:or controls refueling gantry bridge motion,
progressively moving the gantry from west to east. The extension
platform operator (s) posit:ions the extension platform(s) as
required from the reactor cavity walls. The wall-washer units
have travel interference interlocks which will prohibit: extens'on
platform outward travel'and refueling gantry motion if t:hey are
actuated.

After the gantry has been moved t:o the spent fuel pool end of the
reactor cavity to complete decontamination of the uppermost strip
of the cavity walls (both sides), the access platform is lowered
as required to obtain the desired overlap. These steps are re-
peated until the access platform has reached the lowest possible
position for gantry traversing. Areas which cannot be reached with
wall-washing units will then be decontaminated with hand-held spray
nozzles. The extension platforms will provide access to many of
these areas.

(e) Taking Access Platform Out of Operation

The wall-washing units would be removed from t:he access platform.
Mechanical locks would be installed for the access platform in
accordance with detailed procedures. These locks prohibit. inadvertant
operation of the platform. Hoists would be operated to transfer
load to locking devices and remove load from hoist cables. All
access platform circuit:s except the motor and cabinet heater
circuits would be de-energized and all swit:ch keys would be removed.
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APPENDIX A — Access atform
J

( ~ g

, a Design Criteria

The access platform has been designed to meet the design basis operation-
al and accidental loading conditions summarized below.

Structural analyses have been performed to verify that the design meets
the allowable stresses and is in accordance with the applicable codes
and standards.

The adequacy of the access platform structure was evaluated for the
normal operating conditions (design live loads at various locations
on the access platform) and for the accidental stall condition (stall
load applied at different critical locations on the access platform).
The adequacy of the telescopic columns has been evaluated for the ac-
cidental stall condition, for seismic conditions (with the access platform
at different elevations) and for the effect of a double cable break
accident. The load conditions have been described in 8.2.a above.

b Design Analysis and Methods

(1) Analysis Methods

The access platform has been mathematically modeled as a three-dimen-
sional finite element structure. It consists of discrete triangualr
and rectangular plate elements and structural beam elements, inter-
connected at a finite number of nodal points. Figure Al shows the finite
element model for the top and back portion of the access platform. Figure
A2 shows the finite element: models fo" the bottom and front part of the
access platform. The dead weight and the live load on the on the access
platform and its attachments have been applied as an equivalent pressure
loading on the affected triangular and rectangular plate elements. Stiff-
ness characteristics of the plate elements are related to their thickness.
Stiffness characteristics of the beam elements are related to the cross
sectional area, effective shear area and'moment of inertia of the structura 1
sections. Six degrees of freedom (three translations, three rotations)
are permitted at. each nodal point.

The static analysis of the finite element model has been performed using
the direct stiffness methods of structural analysis. If the force dis-
placement relationship of each of the discrete structural elements is
known (the element stiffness matrix), then the force displacement re ation-
ship for the entire structure can be assembled using standard matrix methods.
Knowing the system stiffness matrix and external force matrix, the nodal
point displacements for each node of the structure can be calculated by
solving the equation of equilibrium. From these displacement responses of
the system, the internal forces and stresses in each structural element
can be calculated.

(2) Design Methods

The design of the structural elements of the access platform has been
p ~erformed using working stress design methods. For beam element axial
and bi-axial bending stresses, their combination, shear and torsiona 1
stresses are calculated at each end of the member. For the plate elements,
bending, shear and principal stresses are calculated at the top and bottom
surfaces of each element. The larger of the combinations of axial and bi-
axial bending stresses for the beam elements or the larger of the maximum
and minimum principal stresses for the plate element has been compared
against the allowable stress values for the material.
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c Limiting Stress Values

(1) Access Platform

Tables Al through A3 summarize the members with maximum stresses or
stresses greater than 10.0 ksi for structural T.oad Cases a through

as described in B.2a above. From these tables it can be seen
that the stresses in all the members are within their allowable
values for all the operating conditions. For the stall load cases
(Cases g through j), the results could be summarized as follows.

For the stall Load Case g, the stresses in 'all the members of the main
platform are within their allowable values. The stresses in the localized
area of the extension platform where the stall load has been applied would
be higher than their allowable values, thus indicating that for stall load
on the extension platform there would be local deformation of the extension
platform without any damage to the main platform.

For the stall Load Case h, the stresses in all the members, including the
localized area where the stall load is applied, are within their allow-
able values. This indicates that there will not be any damage to the
access platform is an obstacle is encountered at either end of the main
plat form.

For stall Load Cases i and j, the stresses in all the members except in
the localized area where the stall load has been applied are within their
allowable values. The stresses in the members where the stall load has
been applied are higher than their allowable values. The maximum stress
is equivalent to 32 percent of the ultimate strain for the material. It
is therefore concluded that stall Load Cases i and j would produce local
deformations whose size would depend on the size and shape of the obstacle.

It should be noted that Case g and h are of the most interest since the
locations where the stall loads were applied are the areas on the Access
Platform which come in contact with or close proximity to the reactor cavity
walls. Such areas produce the highest probability of encountering obstacles.
Case i and j represent access platform areas where encounting obstacles
is least likely. In Case i the center region of the access platform faces
the open end of the reactor equipment storage area. In Case j, the center
region of the access platform is about 20" away from the reactor cavity
wall when the extension platforms are in contact with the wall.

It has been concluded that the design of the access platform is ade-
quate because (1) the local deformation would not effect the overall
integrity of the access platform, and (2) there are several factors
which would reduce the magnitude of the stall load.

In the subject analysis, the stall load was applied over a small area of
72 square inches (equal to a pressure load of 40,600 pounds per square
feet). It has been estimated that if the stall loading was applied over
an area of 120 square inches the stresses in all of the members would be

within their allowable values. When the platform encounters an obstacle,
deformation would continue until the load was distributed over the equiv-
alent of 120 square inches. Since this area represents a very small per-
centage of the total platform area (approximatley 2 percent:) it can be

concluded that the overall integrity of the platform would be maintained.
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STRESS LEVELS XN STRUCTURAL MEMBERS OF TlIE

ACCESS PLATFORM

tfembers with Haximum Stresses

Load Case a
. Member Hax. Stress

No, (ksi)

Load Case b Load Case c Load Case d
Member ?fax. Stress Member Hax. Stress Member Hax. Stress

No. (ksi) No. (ksi) No. (ksi)

Rectangular Plate Elements:

. 79 2.1 83 102 1.7 60

Triangular Plate Elements:

327 ~ 2. 92 327 2. 02 2.33 303

Beam Elements:

3. 99 3. 62 90
100

3.02
9.23

Allowable stress for Load Case a through d

Structural Steel
Stainless Steel

14.5 ksi
20.2 ksi
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TABLE A2

STRESS LEVELS IN STRUCTURAL lKMBERS OF THE

ACCESS PLATFORM

Members with Maximum Stresses or Stresses Greater
Than 10.0 ksi

Load Case e
Momber Max. Stress

No. (ksi)

Load Case f Load Case g
Membor Max. Stress Member llax. Stress

llo. (): i) No. ():si)

Load Case h
Member Max.

Stress'�

',
No. ();si)

Rectangular Plato Elements:

60 4.79 56
7.01 7.69

Triangular Plate Elements:

303 5. 13 200 5.34 196
255
272
327

13. 05
10. 7
10. 1
13.9

196
?75
325
327

14.72
10.93
10-2l
15. 06

Beam Elements:

90
100

2.76
7.20

94100'.169.26 10ll
15
16
23
36.
30
47
49
53
97
67
70
71
72
73
00
90
91
92
93
94
95

10. 10
17.21
1?.5
14.27
15.45
12.00
16.14
15 30
10. G8
14.09
14.27
15.50
11.6
23.90
27.36
24.10
29.16
10.3
19.27
19.71
10.77
23.24
24.12
13.30

10
11
3.5
16
22
23
36
30
40
41
46
47
49
53
57
66
67
60
70
71
72
73
01

11. 47
10. 03
14.27
16.77
14.12
13.49
21. 33
1/. 36
16.10
10.44
11.09
13.4
22.07
15.1S
1S.45
16.62
12.GS
15.0

". 12.06
25.74
23.90
27.07
26. l0

'13.53
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TABLE A-2 (Cont'1)

) ll

Hewers with Haximum Stresses or Stresses Greater
Than 10.0 ksi

Load Case e
Hember Hax. Stress

No (ksi)

Load Case f Load Case g Load Case h
Hen9>er Hax. Stress Hember Hax. Stress Hen&er Hax. Stress

No. () si) . Ho. () si) Ho. (ksi)

90.
91
92
93
94
95

20. 60
21. 04
ll.39
23.60
25.15
13.90

Allo~rable Stress fo Load Case e and

Structural Steel
Stainless Steel

14.5 ksi
20.2 ksi

Allo~rable Stress for Load Case p, and h

Structural Steel
Stainle = S"eel

29.3 k i
3~i.4 ks'
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STRESS LEVELS IN STRUCTURAL 1KMBERS OP THE

ACCESS PLATPORtf

A

Pe+hers with l~iavimum Stresses or Stre ses Greater
Than 10.0 ksi

Load Case Load Case g

lfember Ha@. Stress Hember
Ho. (ksi) No.

l1ax. Stress
(ksi)

Piectan ular Plate Elements:

5 10.50
-57 20.02
58 45.91
59 19.78
73 16.81
74 10.92
75 18.05
89 10.53

133 12.30
134 25.32
135 12.02

46
74
88
89
90

1A2
103
104
167
168
169

10. 46
10 53
18.03
18.96
16.81
lcm'~
45. 87
20.46
12.00
25.32
12.56

Trian ular Plate Elements:

40
42

102
103
104
105
124
125
126
127
275
276
327

12.81
11. 83
ll.89
20.95
39 '4
19.90
11.97
21.06
39.76
20.08
12.72
10.14
14.21

107
108
309
110
129
130
131
132

20. 31
39. 69
20.73
11.84
20.06
39.38
20.54
11.69

A-6
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TABLE A3 (cont'd.)

Hembers with Ha>:imum Stresses or Stresses Greater
Than 10.0 );si

Load Case Load Case

Hember Ha>:. Stress
lio. ():si)

!!ember Ha>:. Stress
Ho. ():si)

Beam Elements:

3

9
10ll
15
16
23
29
30
36
41
47
49
53
57
61
66
67
68
70
71
72
73
77
78
81
85
86
90
91
92
93
94
95

18. 24
13. 97
10. 40
12. 2
17.20
15.15
12. 59
13.03ll.89
13. 15
19 5
12. 65
19. 18
15. 74
16. 75
16. 09
10.99
14.64
17. 64
.12. 39
29. 3
25. 3
29. 5
23. 83
14. 12
13. 97
11.24
13.03
13.09
22.95
23. 1
12. 9
22. 9
23. 2
12.90

77
78
85
86
91

ll.9
11.9
29.27
29i27

3.38

Allowable Stress for Load Case i and

Structural Steel 29.3 ):si
Stainless Steel 34. 4 ):si

A-7
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Factors which would reduce the stall'load include the following:

Frictional losses in the hoist system, telescopic tube bearings,
etc. have been neglected. Considering the effect of friction
and the operating characteristics of the hoist system, it is
expected that the actual staii ioad would be only 70 percent of the
stall load used in the analysis. „

2. No live laod was assumed in the analysis. The pressure of any
live load will directly reduce the stall loading that can be

put, into the structure.

3. The minimum access platform dead weight was used in the analysis.
This assumption is true only when the platform is in the lowest
third of its liftdistance. In the upper two thirds of the lift
distance, the platEorm weight is increased by the weight of the
larger telescoping tubing sections as they seat on the platform.
Additional dead weight directly reduces the stall loading that
can be put into the structure.

4. A line voltage of 10 percent above the nominal line voltage was used to
calculate the stall loading for the'analysis. Since motor torque is
proportional to the square of the line voltage, the actual stall load
would be less than 80 percent of the stall load used in the analysis if
the line voltage is at the nominal value. Line voltage variations of
+10 percent are considered unlikely at a power plant site.

The access platform control system has been designed so that the
hoist motors will de-energize when the pulley assembly load ex-
ceeds 125 percent of the rated load (for either pulley assembly). The
ability of the pulley load gage to limit the stall load depends
upon the time required for the obstacle to stall out the hoist
motors. Any give in the system resulting from cable stretch, de-
flection in the refueling gantry, deformation in the platform
structure will substantially increase the probability that the
pulley load gage will de-energize the hoist motor before they de-
velop the full stall load. Typically, the load gage will de-energize
the hoist motors in approximately 50 milliseconds after the 125 percent
of rated load value has been reached. ~

Telescopic Tubes

Tables Al through A3 include the stresses in the Telescopic Tube
members for the Operating Conditions a through f and Accident Conditions
g through j. Table A4 shows the stresses in the Telescopic Tube members

for the accid'ental loading condition 'due to double cable break on one
side of the access platform. It can be seen that the stresses in the
Telescopic Tubes are within their allowable values for the operating
and accidental loading conditions.

A-8
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'ZABLE A4

STRESS LEVELS IN STRUCTURAL ?EMBERS OF

MODIFIED REFUELING GANTRY WITH ACCESS PLATFORhf INSTALLED

Hembers With Stresses of 10.0 ksi or Greater

Cable Break Analysis:

member
No.

Max'tress
(ksi)

162

18. 12

32.00

33.00

Allowable stress f'r stainless steel tubes'4.4 ksi.

A-9
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d Applicable Codes

The allowable stress values used for the design of the Modified
Refueling Gantry with Access Platform Installed are based on the
lesser of the allowable stress values permitted by the four stan-
dards and codes listed below. The allowable values are listed in
Table A5. Table A6 lists the structural materials used in con-
struction of the access platform.

— ANSI A120.2 Safety Requests, etc.

— Board of Standards and Appeals, Department of Labor, State of New
York letter to Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, dated December 1,
1972.

— A.I.S.C. Manual of Steel Construction, Seventh Edition, 1970.

— CMAA-70
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TABLE A5

Allowable Stress Values

Normal Operating Condition:

Axial Compression or
Tension Plus Bi-Axial
Bending

Material

Structural Steel
Stainless Steel

Allowable Stress (ksi)

1(4 Fult em 14.S(a)
1/4 Fult. = 20.2

Shear Structural Steel
Stainless Steel

13.2
13.2

Bearing Structural Steel
Stainless Steel

26.4
26.4

Accident Conditions:

sAxial Compression or
Tension Plus Bi-Axial
Bending for Compact
Adequately Braced

" Members

Material

Structural Steel
Stainless Steel

Allowable Stress ksi

1 ~ 33 x 0 ~ 66 Fy 32 ~ 0
1.33 x 0.66 F = 34.4

T e of Stress Material Allowable Stress (ksi)

Axial Compression or.
Tension Plus Bi-Axial
Bending for Non-Compact
Members

Structural Steel 1.33 x 0.60 F = 29.3

Shear Structural Steel
Stainless Steel

0.4 F = 14.5
0.4 Fy = 15.6

Bearing Structural Steel 0.9 Fy = 33.0

(a) The maximum stress in the member due to
live load plus dead load should have a factor of safety of four on
the ultimata strength of tha mater (Fait Por structural steel = 57.0
ksi, Fult for stainless steel = 80.8 ksi)

(b) F is the minimum certified yield stress value. The factor 1.33 is for
tEe increase in allowable stress values for short-term accident .loadings.
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TABLE A-6

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS FOR ACCESS PLATFORM

STRUCTURE
MATERIAL

(ASTM SPECIFICATION) METHODS QUALIFICATION
WELD RE UXREiMENTS NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXMINATION

iMETHOD SPECIFICATXON UALXFI ATION

HAIN PLATFORM

EXTENSION PLATFORM

A36

A36

AWS Dl.0-69

AWS D1.0-69

A'ÃS Dl.0-69 LPI

AWS D1.0-69 LPI

E165-65

E165-65

OF EXAMINER

NDT Level II
NDT Level Ii

SUPPORT BEAi4S
Tubing
Other Members
Roundway

A500B
A36
1060

AWS D1.0-69 AWS Dl.0-69
ANS Dl.0-69 AWS D1.0-69
Bolted a pinned NA
in place.

LPI
LPI
NA

E165-65
E165-65
NA

NDT Level IX
NDT Level II
iNA

PULLEY ASSY
Pulley Mtg. Brkt. A36
Sheave Mtg. Brkt. A36 8 AISI 1018/1020
Pulley Mtg. Brkt. A36 s AXSI 1018/1020
Idler Pulley Brkt. AXSI 10/1020

AWS D1.0-69
AWS Dl.0-69
AWS D1.0-69
ANS D1.0-69

AWS D1.0-69
AWS D1.0-69
ANS Dl.0-69
AWS Dl.0-69

LPI
LPI
LPI
LPI

E165-65
E165-6S
E165-65
E165-65

NDT Level II
NDT- Level XI
NDT Level IX
NDT Level II

TUBE SECTION NO. 12
Tube
Structural

Members
Sleeve

AISI-1015
A36

AISX-1015

AWS Dl.0-69
AWS D1.0-69

Pinned in Place

AWS D1.0-69 LPI
AWS Dl.0-69 LPI

E165-65
E165-6S

NDT L vel II
NDT Level II

TUBE SECTION
NOS. 8 6 10

Tube

Sleeve

TUBE SECTION NO. 6

SS Type 304

AISI-1015

SS Type 316/304

Sect. 8 6 9
ASHE Boiler 6
Pressure Vessel
Code
Pinned in Place

Sect. 8 6 9
ASME Boiler 6
Pressure Vessel
Code
NA

Sect. 8 6 9 Sect. 8 6 9 - LPI
of ASME Boiler a of ASHE Boiler 6
Pressure Vessel Pressure Vessel
Code Code

E165-6S

NA

E165-65

NDT Level Ii

NDT Level IX

HOXST DRUM AISI-1020 AWS Dl.0-69 AWS Dl.0-69 LPI E165-65 NDT Level IX
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